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Online Youth Collagraph Class 

 

    
 
 

 
 
Have your students been curious about traditional printmaking and how a print is made from a 
printmaking plate?  Have you introduced the technique of collage to your students, as a method of 
composing an image?  Collagraph is a fantastic printmaking technique that combines the best of both 
worlds.  Using found objects and textures such as string, fabrics, straw, buttons, and glue, students will 
learn how to “build” a printmaking plate, then learn how to add ink to the plate to create multiples by 
hand.  No printmaking press required! This technique is a perfect introduction into the world of 
traditional printmaking and is best suited for grades K-8. 
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
In this 2-hour demonstration, an instructor from Pyramid will introduce the different steps creating a collagraph by 
hand, as well as learning how to ink and print the collagraph onto paper.  Class will be broken up into 2 1-hour 
workshops to allow for drying time between sessions (the first session will focus on creating the plate, the second 
session on printing). For homework, students will be asked to find different textures from their homes to use in the 
creation of their collagraph.  A list of ideas will be sent to students in advance, along with a materials kit that includes 
paper, ink, a roller, glue, sponge brushes, cardboard for plate backs, and matte medium to seal plates. 
 
 
TIME ALLOTMENT 
This workshop will last a minimum of 2 hours (broken into 2, 1 hour sessions), even with small class sizes of 10 
students.  
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LEARNING PRINCIPLES COVERED 
This project will focus on helping students learn to think creatively about themselves and others (Maryland Fine Arts 
“Visual Arts” Standard Indicator:P-2:1:) and on helping students experiment with design elements such as color and 
shape (I:P-2:2:).  By consequence, students will gain skills and knowledge in how to question and investigate materials 
and personal ideas (Maryland Fine Arts “Visual Arts” Standard Expectation:P-2:1:) and in how to experiment with 
materials and tools to explore personal interests (E:P-2:1:).   
 
COSTS 
Typically, a 2-hour online class demonstration and materials kit would cost between $225-$303.75 depending on the 
time allotment and if samples are to be mailed to the students or school afterwards.  Additional fees apply for multi-
day live online demonstrations working with multiple groups, and larger group sizes. 
 

ABOUT 
PYRAMID 
Pyramid Atlantic is a nonprofit contemporary art center fostering the creative disciplines of papermaking, 
printmaking, and book arts within a collaborative community. We equip, educate, and exhibit in the historic Arcade 
building in the Hyattsville Gateway Arts District. 
 
Pyramid was founded in 1981 by noted artist and teacher Helen C. Frederick to provide a setting for artistic 
collaboration and dialogue. The facility features a papermaking studio, print shop, letterpress studio, bindery, and 
two darkrooms. We also have private studios for artists to rent and a gallery where we exhibit 7 rotating public art 
exhibitions each year. 
 
 
 
 

 


